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ABSTRACT. Big data requires new ways and technologies of how data is harnessed, managed and applied to create values that offer insights for better decision making. An exploration of MapReduce model which reliably accommodates big data processing requirements reveals that data traversing through nodes inside clusters during processing are exposed to security and privacy breaches. Further examination identifies elements in security task that impact MapReduce challenges. This paper concerns with the experimentation on how Whitelist access control element can enhance security within MapReduce environment using Hadoop platform. Datasets are executed through series of Whitelist coding/scripts. The enhancement is measured on a basis of Whitelist capability and effectiveness of reducing False Positive Rate error in different scenarios, comparing different sizes of applied Whitelists, key strengths used for filtering and the execution time. The results yield reduced False Positive Rate for Whitelist, supporting claim of an enhanced security but the execution time have increased, indicating lower overall performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Big data processing is basically characterized by the scalability for large scale data-intensive computing and fault tolerance, iterative refinement, parallel processing, adaptation in diverse environments, support schema-free format and real-time large batch processing (Grolinger et al., 2014). Hence, new emerging system which incorporates programming model like MapReduce capable of tackling aspects of big data is needed. MapReduce programming model allows the processing of massive amount of data in parallel through clustering across a distributed system. This process can be applied to both structured and unstructured data. MapReduce model is composed of basically 2 parts which are Map procedure and Reduce procedure (Grolinger et al., 2014; Garcia, 2013) with amplifying steps between such as Split, Combine and Shuffle and Sort. For MapReduce processing, data are replicated across multiple nodes with high-speed and parallel processing nodes running on very large sets of
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These big data clusters share almost similar vulnerabilities as web applications and traditional warehouses. Sensitive data uploaded by user must be protected from any unauthorized access to ensure the integrity, authenticity and privacy of the data. It is important that data at rest, data in transit and nodes are managed securely.

This paper is concerned with the enhancement of security task elements for integration into a MapReduce model. It explore the use of Whitelist as a fresh approach that can enhance security in a MapReduce processing environment by filtering False Positive entries and as a surveillance tool for intrusion detection. This paper will explain the development and experimentation of MapReduce processing with Whitelist access control for security element. The discussion in this paper will include analysis of the experiment which is done in Hortonworks Hadoop platform.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY CHALLENGES FOR MAPREDUCE IN BIG DATA

According to Garcia (2013), MapReduce inspired by Google is a functional programming of two structural transformation functions, Map and Reduce, composed together in practice to provide a programming interface for implementing algorithms and to perform wide variety of computations. Xu et al. (2014) described MapReduce as a parallel programming model designed based on divide-and-conquer concept and follows a master/slave paradigm. Qin et al. (2012) described MapReduce as a general execution engine that ignores storage layouts and data schema, and the runtime system automatically parallelizes computation across a large cluster of machines, handles failure and manages disk and network efficiency. Zhang et al (2013) described MapReduce as a scalable and fault-tolerant data processing framework that is capable of processing huge volume of data in parallel with many low-end commodity computers. Fadika et al. (2011) described that MapReduce model is anchored around 3 central principles of data management, synchronization/parallelization abstraction and fault-tolerance. Grolinger et al. (2014) stated that the popularity of MapReduce can be accredited to its high scalability, fault-tolerance, simplicity and independence from the programming language or the data storage system. Studies by Grolinger et al. (2014) categorized the challenges on MapReduce in Big Data into 4 categories: data storage, data analytics, online processing and security and privacy. The security issue for MapReduce in Big Data are about accountability of having someone responsible for actions performed during big data processing and keeping tracks for auditing. They suggested having the requirement of optimization for any access control approach in reasonable amount of time (Grolinger et al., 2014).

Studies by Qin et al. (2012) mentioned the challenge of providing guaranteed privacy and security in data intensive computing environments arise especially when running big data analytics in the cloud. In addition, Liu et al. (2013) stated that the privacy protection of data output is due to the openness of the internet. Almost online big data applications are used for storage and processing where third parties are involved to host private information and perform computation tasks on these data. Therefore, this information might vulnerable to cyber attackers to intrude and cause harm (Xu et al., 2014).

Whitelist Access Control Mechanism for MapReduce

Whitelist is a ‘trust centric’ access control security approach comprised of a list of genuine and safe entities or registry that is given authorization and privilege to access an entry. Its basis is that the number of entries allowed into a system is smaller than the number of entries blocked. It is considered relatively easy to maintain and offers administrative control. Al-
hough whitelist is commonly built for email and web services, the technique can also be used for LAN, program, application and software. The purpose of whitelist is to reduce False Positive Type 1 error. During security filtering, all confirmed legitimate entities registered in the list is granted access into a system. This also prevents accidental exclusion of important entities. Plus, it can potentially alert the system of any illegitimate entities or entirely block them from intrusion. Thus, whitelist can be considered as a first defensive line of a defense in depth for access control mechanisms, whilst providing that aura of concealment (Sabtu et.al, 2015). Further section will explain the development and experimentation of MapReduce processing with Whitelist access control for security element. Later it will discuss about the analysis of the experiment which is done in Hortonworks Hadoop platform.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION OF WHITELIST

Figure 1 illustrates the Whitelist implementation workflow of the experimentation. The experimentation uses Hadoop architecture in Hortonworks platform which is widely used for big data analytics and has its environment built with MapReduce and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) as its core. For this paper, the experimental setup is based on a single node cluster which involved a single machine. The reason of using the single node is to have a preliminary experiment on whitelist implementation in MapReduce for security element. Later, we plan to further the experiment in real-time environment with multi nodes.

This experimentation uses an available Server Log dataset and Whitelist datasets created to fit the experimental needs; therefore it does not replicate a real-time scenario. In terms of programming model, firstly, pig scripts containing specifics for Whitelisting operations, the Whitelist and Server Log datasets are run into MapReduce jobs on the Apache Hadoop cluster. Then, the experiment results data stored in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and data from executed scripts are extracted and downloaded for content analysis and measuring the capability and effectiveness of Whitelist implementation. Finally, the captured results will be analyzed to identify the outcome of the experiment.

Figure 1: Experimentation Work Flow
For data input, this experimentation will be based from two sets of ready-made Whitelists which will be created. The proposed Whitelists contains two fields which are commonly associated and used to control access: User ID and IP Address. The fields could be any identified security risk elements which intruders use as targets to attack or breach security and force access. For the Whitelist, initially a unique User ID field is assigned as primary key. The assumption is that one user is assigned to only one User ID. For a more stringent measure, IP address can also be assigned as primary key. Note that a user might have more than one IP address assuming the possibility of working from different machines or locations. In one of the experiment scenarios, for the case where IP addresses do not match Whitelist, it would be filtered into unlisted file for system administrator to control, maintain and decide later for Whitelist update.

**Pseudo Codes of Whitelist Scripts**

The pseudo codes for the Whitelist operations algorithms or scripts are presented in Algorithm 1 until Algorithm 3:

```
LOAD data from Whitelist AS User ID, IP
LOAD data from Server Log AS User ID, IP, Time, Country
JOIN Whitelist and Server Log BY User ID to filter True Negative entries
    GENERATE AS User ID, IP, Time, Country
    COGROUP Whitelist and Server Log BY User ID
    FILTER BY Whitelist = null to filter False Positive entries
    GENERATE FLATTEN to un-nest tuple
STORE into WhitelistChecked for True Negative entries
STORE into UnlistedFiltered for False Positive entries

Algorithm 1: Pseudo Code for Whitelist Script Using 1 Primary Key/Field – User ID for Filtering
```

```
LOAD data from Whitelist AS User ID, IP
LOAD data from Server Log AS User ID, IP, Time, Country
FOREACH Whitelist CONCATenate User ID, IP to create Combo Key
FOREACH Server Log CONCATenate User ID, IP to create Combo Key
JOIN new Whitelist and Server Log BY Combo Key to filter True Negative entries
    GENERATE AS User ID, IP, Time, Country
    COGROUP Whitelist and Server Log BY Combo Key
    FILTER BY Combo Key = null to filter False Positive entries
    GENERATE FLATTEN to un-nest tuple
STORE into WhitelistChecked for True Negative entries
STORE into UnlistedFiltered for False Positive entries

Algorithm 2: Pseudo Code for Whitelist Script Using 2 Primary Keys/Fields – User ID and IP Address for Filtering
```
LOAD data from UnlistedFiltered USING PigStorage
LOAD data from Server Log USING PigStorage
False positive = COUNT UnlistedFiltered number of entries
Total log entries = COUNT Server Log number of entries (True negative+ False positive)
False Positive Rate = False positive / Total log entries
DUMP to execute

Algorithm 3: Pseudo Code for Whitelist Script That Computes False Positive Rate

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
False Positive rate is calculated and Filtered entries data taken from different Whitelist scenarios and results are summarized in Table 1 for comparison. The results of False Positive Rate are further visualized in a graph in Figure 2. In a nutshell, the desired result would be low False Positive rates for both Whitelist implementations (10 and 50 Whitelist entries) which imply reduced Type 1 error and can be considered effective security.

| Table 1: False Positive Rate and Filtered Entries of Different Whitelist Scenarios |
|-----------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                   | No Whitelist    | Whitelist1      | Whitelist2      |
| Key                              | False Positive Rate | Filtered Entries | False Positive Rate | Filtered Entries |
| User ID                          | 1.000           | 3.85            | 0.006           | 3.00            |
| 2 Keys                           | 0.792           | 3.96            | 0.134           | 67.00           |

Whitelist1: 10 recorded entries  
Whitelist2: 50 recorded entries  
Server Log: 500 recorded entries

From Figure 2 below, it shows that False Positive Rates for Whitelists are less than No Whitelist. The rate for Whitelist1 containing 10 entries yields 0.772 and 0.792 whereas Whitelist2 containing 50 entries produce rates of 0.006 and 0.134. Both of these Whitelists results are less than the baseline value of 1. This clearly indicates that Whitelist implementation delivers a good impact on security enhancement for the system.
CONCLUSION

This paper identifies MapReduce security elements from which enterprises could use as basis of selecting security solutions. The experimentation of Whitelist access control for MapReduce processing may contribute to better security choices for a MapReduce model. The outcome of the study may well trigger interests from MapReduce practitioners, big data community and the data security field. However, there is constant need to continue finding solutions for MapReduce that effectively handle big data security concerns. Most existing models are specifically tailored to structured-based requirements.
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